
Multiple myeloma is a neoplastic plasma
cell disorder that is characterised by a

clonal proliferation of malignant plasma cells
in the bone marrow microenvironment. It
accounts for 1% of all cancers and 12% of
haematological cancers. In the UK, there are
approximately 4000 new cases per year, with
a higher incidence in men. Between 2009
and 2011, 43% of cases were diagnosed in
people aged 75 years and over (Figure 1).1

Myeloma is twice as common in the Afro-
Caribbean population, in whom there is a
younger median age of onset.2 Monoclonal
gammopathy of undetermined significance
(MGUS) is a pre-malignant plasma cell
disorder and precedes myeloma in virtually
all cases.3 Transformation of MGUS to
myeloma occurs at a frequency of
approximately 1% per annum and is likely 
to be the result of cytogenetic changes,
mutations and epigenetic abnormalities.

CLINICAL FEATURES OF MULTIPLE
MYELOMA
Myeloma can manifest with a myriad of 
non-specific signs and symptoms and as
such, diagnosis is frequently delayed. It is
increasingly common for myeloma to be

diagnosed following an ‘incidental finding’ 
of abnormal blood results including an
elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate,
raised immunoglobulins or the detection 
of a paraprotein.

The commonest presenting features of
myeloma are bone pain (74%), anaemia
(59%), malaise (46%), hypercalcaemia (23%)
and renal impairment (25%). Less commonly,
patients may present with infection, bleeding
and hyperviscosity.

Bone disease
Bone lesions are the result of an imbalance in
osteoclast and osteoblast activity, induced by
the effects of malignant plasma cells in the
bone marrow. Osteoclastogenesis is increased
following amplification of the receptor
activator of nuclear factor kappa B (RANK)
pathway and macrophage inflammatory
protein 1a. Increased secretion of 
RANK-Ligand (RANKL) in combination 
with a reduction in osteoprotegerin, the
RANKL decoy receptor, results in increased
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Multiple myeloma

Multiple myeloma is
characterised by the
presence of malignant
plasma cells in the bone
marrow. The disorder, which
has a higher incidence in
men, can manifest with a
myriad of non-specific signs
and symptoms, so diagnosis
is frequently delayed.  
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Figure 1. Incidence of new myeloma cases in England between 2009 and 2011: the disease favours
males and the older population1



osteoclastic bone resorption. There is
concurrent inhibition of osteoblast formation
resulting from increased secretion of the
osteoblast inhibitor DKK1 (Dikkopf homolog 1)
resulting in reduced bone formation.4 The
resulting formation of bony lytic lesions is
frequently associated with hypercalcaemia,
pain and pathological fractures (Figure 2). 

Anaemia
As the bone marrow is effaced by plasma 
cells, there is a reduction in normal
haematopoiesis. This frequently results in
anaemia, and less commonly in leucopenia and
thrombocytopenia. Increased susceptibility to

infection is rarely due to leucopenia. More
commonly, it is a result of the immunoparesis
associated with the monoclonal paraprotein
secreted by abnormal plasma cells. 

Renal failure
Renal impairment is present in approximately
25% of patients at diagnosis and occurs in
up to 50% of patients at some point.5 It is
multifactorial and may be the result of free
light chains causing tubular damage (cast
nephropathy), hypercalcaemia, nephrotoxic
drugs (it is essential that patients are not
given non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs), infection and dehydration.

Hyperviscosity
The larger dimeric IgA and pentameric IgM
paraproteins (usually seen in Waldenström’s
macroglobulinaemia, not multiple myeloma)
are more commonly associated with
hyperviscosity. Patients may present with
headaches, blurred vision, confusion and
mucosal bleeding.

DIAGNOSIS OF MULTIPLE MYELOMA
The International Myeloma Working Group has
provided guidance on the criteria required to
make a diagnosis of myeloma (Table 1). This
allows patients with ‘symptomatic’ myeloma,
who require treatment, to be identified.6

In order for a diagnosis of asymptomatic
myeloma to be made, paraprotein ≥30g/l

and/or clonal plasma cells ≥10% in the bone
marrow must be present. Symptomatic
myeloma requires the presence of
paraprotein in the serum or urine, ≥10%
clonal plasma cells in bone marrow and
myeloma-related organ impairment known
as ‘CRAB’ features (hyperCalcaemia, Renal
impairment, Anaemia and Bone disease).
Bone disease includes the frequently seen
lytic lesions in addition to generalised
osteoporosis with compression fractures
(Figure 3). 

Other features diagnostic of symptomatic
myeloma include the presence of
hyperviscosity, amyloidosis or recurrent
bacterial infections. In 1% of patients with
symptomatic myeloma, there is no detectable
paraprotein in either serum or urine. This is
termed non-secretory myeloma, where the
plasma cell criteria in bone marrow and
evidence of end-organ damage are met.

Investigations 
Investigations are performed to confirm the
diagnosis, to establish the presence of end-
organ damage and to evaluate prognosis 
(see ‘staging’ below). The presence of a
paraprotein is confirmed with electrophoresis
of serum and urine. The presence of a raised
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Figure 2. Radiograph showing pathological
fracture of humerus

MGUS Paraprotein ≤30g/l and clonal plasma cells ≤10% No  

Asymptomatic Serum paraprotein ≥30g/l and/or clonal plasma No
myeloma cells ≥10%   

Symptomatic Paraprotein in serum or urine (no minimum level) Yes
myeloma (approximately 1% have no detectable paraprotein 

– non-secretory myeloma) 
Clonal plasma cells ≥10% or biopsy-proven plasmacytoma

ROTI, myeloma-related organ or tissue impairment.

Diagnosis Diagnostic criteria Presence 
of ROTI

Table 1. Diagnostic criteria for myeloma and monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined
significance (MGUS)

Figure 3. Radiograph showing L2 and L3
vertebral collapse with kyphoplasty. Cement
is injected into the fractured vertebra to
reduce the pain associated with vertebral
compression fractures



immunoglobulin or polyclonal
hypergammaglobulinaemia is not diagnostic
of myeloma. This is commonly found as part
of an ongoing inflammatory disorder and
may represent underlying infection, eg HIV
infection. Urine for Bence Jones protein 
and a serum free light chain assay may be
helpful where there is no identifiable serum
paraprotein. A bone marrow aspirate and
trephine is performed to quantify the 
extent of plasma cell infiltration (Figure 4).
Cytogenetic analysis by fluorescence in situ
hybridisation should be performed on the
bone marrow for prognostic purposes. 

End-organ damage is assessed in the first
instance with blood tests, including full blood
count, serum urea and creatinine, calcium
and a skeletal survey (Figure 5). Further
investigations may be required depending on
the clinical presentation, results of initial
investigations and whether there is suspicion
of amyloidosis present. 

Staging
In 2005, the International Staging System
(ISS) was validated as a staging tool. It uses
the serum albumin and beta-2-microglobulin
at diagnosis to group patients into three
prognostic categories (Table 2).7 It has since
become clear that other factors also impact
on prognosis. These include patient age, 
the achievement of a complete remission 
and the presence of poor-risk cytogenetic
abnormalities including t(4;14), deletion of
17p13 and gain of 1q21. This has led to the
suggestion that the ISS should be combined

with the finding of poor-risk cytogenetic
abnormalities in a new staging tool.8

TREATMENT OF MULTIPLE MYELOMA
Myeloma is not a curable disease and the 
aim of treatment is to improve survival and
quality of life. Patients with asymptomatic
myeloma do not require treatment but
require regular monitoring to look for
progression to symptomatic myeloma.

Almost 40% of patients with symptomatic
myeloma present as a medical emergency,
with problems including hypercalcaemia,
renal failure or spinal cord compression
(Figure 6). They require urgent diagnostic
investigations and treatment in order to
prevent permanent damage. 

The treatment of myeloma has been
revolutionised over the past decade by the
advent of ‘novel’ agents. These include

proteasome inhibitors such as bortezomib
(Velcade) and immunomodulatory agents
(IMIDs) including thalidomide, lenalidomide
(Revlimid) and pomalidomide (Imnovid).
These drugs can be used in patients of all
ages in the outpatient setting.

Bortezomib specifically and reversibly inhibits
the chymotrypsin-like activity at the
proteosome beta-5 subunit. The normal
function of the proteosome is to degrade
ubiquinated proteins, including many
involved in cell cycle regulation, nuclear
factor kappa B (NFkB) regulation and many
other key cellular processes. Proteosome
inhibition results in dysregulated protein
homeostasis leading to cell death. Bortezomib
has additional myeloma-specific effects. By
inhibiting the degradation of inhibitory kappa B,
this remains bound to NFkB and so NFkB
translocation to the nucleus is prevented. This
prevents NFkB-mediated activation of plasma
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Figure 4. Plasma cells in a bone marrow
aspirate. The plasma cells must be clonal to
be diagnostic of myeloma

Figure 5. a) Skeletal survey revealed a large lytic lesion in the neck of femur. b) Early detection
allowed prophylactic surgical pinning to be performed before pathological fracture occurred

a b

1 ≥35 <3.5 62  

2 Criteria fit neither 1 nor 3 45  

3 Any value ≥5.5 29

ISS Stage Albumin (g/l) Beta-2- Median survival 
microglobulin (mg/l) (months)

Table 2. International Staging System (ISS)



cell transcription and growth factors, in
addition to breaking the paracrine and
autocrine cytokine loops in the marrow
microenvironment.9

There have been several proposed
mechanisms of how IMIDs work, including
immunomodulatory and anti-angiogenic
effects. However, it is now recognised that
the primary target of these drugs is cereblon
and that binding reduces downstream
targets essential for myeloma cell survival.10

These novel agents, used in combination with
synergistic drugs, can be used upfront and at
relapse. Their use has improved the outcomes
of myeloma more than in any other cancer
over the past decade. Drug selection depends
on the age and performance status of the
patient and whether they are considered 
fit enough for an autologous stem cell
transplantation, which is the standard of
care for all patients who are considered
eligible, following induction therapy.11

In addition to myeloma-directed therapy,
supportive care plays an essential role in the
treatment of patients with myeloma (Box 1).12

PROGNOSIS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Following diagnosis, the median 5-year
overall survival is 45%. Ten-year survival in
patients under 60 years is approximately
30%. There are numerous clinical trials

underway investigating the efficacy 
of oral proteasome inhibitors, newer
immunomodulatory agents and
monoclonal antibodies. As the ongoing
benefits of novel agents continue, these
survival figures are likely to improve.
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Figure 6. Magnetic resonance image of the
spine showing vertebral plasmacytoma
impinging on the spinal cord, requiring
urgent dexamethasone and radiotherapy

LYTIC LESIONS/FRACTURES
l Bisphosphonates
l Surgical fixation/kyphoplasty
l Analgesia (avoid non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs due to
risk of acute kidney injury)

l Radiotherapy

RENAL FAILURE
l Intravenous hydration
l Dexamethasone and chemotherapy
l Dialysis

HYPERCALCAEMIA
l Hydration
l Bisphosphonates

HYPERVISCOSITY
l Plasma exchange

CORD COMPRESSION
l Dexamethasone
l Surgical stabilisation
l Radiotherapy

ANAEMIA AND
THROMBOCYTOPENIA
l Erythropoietin 
l Blood and/or platelet transfusions

INFECTION
l Prompt antibiotics
l Prophylactic antibiotics during

treatment
l Annual influenza vaccine
l Immunoglobulin infusion if

recurrent infections

Box 1. Supportive therapies for
complications of myeloma


